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Acoustical raining morning sound with a smooth rhythm. Single, Take It To The Heartache, is being

played nationally on more than 27 radio stations with heavy rotation on stations such as WJIX-FM 103.1

Homosassa, FL, WBRO-FM 89.9 Marengo, IN, and more 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary

Gospel, POP: Beatles-pop Details: Singer, songwriter and performer, Chris Balderas has been active for

over eighteen years singing through out the state of Texas. His eclectic style of vocals with a foundation

in acoustic guitar helps in bringing his stories and songs to an insightful spiritual level that only years of

experience can attain. He has preformed in coffee houses such as "The Brass Bean,"

thebrassbean"Coffee Huas," and churches all over Texas. The single, "Take it to the Heartache," will be

released in April ON NATIONAL RADIO! Through HMG Nashville, ccma.cc/hmg/HMG_content.html Also,

if you have ever felt the pain growing up in a broken home, then you can relate to the song, "Pouring

Rain." In "Found," you'll find the journey of one boy lost yet, at a young age coming out into the light. Buy

it for yourself or a friend. A word from Chris: "I grew up in East Austin, "El barrio," it was very tempting to

join a gang and get into trouble. My father was rarely around, due to my parents divorcing when I was six

years old. There were times we did with out electricity, heat, and food. My reason to go to school was for

the free lunches! Playing outside and sitting on top of the roof of my house, because of no electricity,

became one of my favorite things. It was there that I started to write songs, in the quiet of the night, away

from the noise down on the ground. Never the less, I kept going and never gave up. It was the Lords

strength that drove me and kept me sane." "First time out of the chute CD is going to be a hit! Pay special

attention to, Pouring Rain, radio play material!" J. Martinez, Christian Concerts Productions  Promotions
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